
Can we grow a castle in 
the sky? 

     Year 2 ~ Autumn 2



Project on a page - Autumn 2

Project Summary: Project Launch: Essential Question: SOLE Questions:

To produce beautiful work that 
shows our learning journey.

Science and art day - children to sort seeds 
and bulbs. Use magnifying glasses to draw 
and explore. Pre assess knowledge about 
seeds and plants. Ch to generate their own 
questions. Match seeds to what they think 
they will grow into. Share a variety of 
flower/plant based stories.

Can we grow a castle in the 
sky?

Industry Experts: Outdoor Learning Links: Culture & Diversity: Career/ Entrepreneurial Opportunities: 

Mel
Michael

ID plants and seeds in forest school. 
Reinforce all learning about plants outdoors.

Diwali and Christmas. Use NUSTEM careers database. Look at 
different plant scientists - what attributes 
do you need to be a plant scientist?

Mini Outcome 2:

Curriculum Areas: History Peer Critique & Multiple Drafting: 

Why is Newcastle castle so important to our heritage?

Mini Outcome 1

Curriculum Areas: Science/art Peer Critique & Multiple Drafting: Of seed/plant drawings. Intro ch to 
Austin’s butterfly.

Can we grow a beanstalk? Will there be a castle at the top? Bean diary with pictures to show progress of growth

Year 2 - Medium Term Plan 



Literacy - Impact Grid - Narrative

To excite 
and entertain 
the reader. 

Impact on the 
reader

Purpose/audience

Skills

To write a conquering 
the monster tale.

Clear descriptions to allow the reader 
to visualise.

Reader to relate to different 
characters at different points in the 
story. 

Uplifting happy ending.

Capital letters and full stops used correct

Character description

Setting description.

Five part story structure.

Expanded noun phrases.

Commas in a list.

Varying sentence openers.

Presentation and handwriting.

Vocabulary, powerful verbs, 
adjectives and adverbs.

Time connectives.

Use co ordination and 
subordination.



Literacy - Impact Grid (this could be a photograph)

         Time conjunctions.

Impact on the 
reader

Purpose/audience

Skills

To create a set of 
Christmas themed 
instructions 

Clear structure to allow the 
reader to follow.Steps in order, using 

bullets/numbers.

Imperative verbs.

Present tense.

Subordination (when, if, 
that, because)
Coordination (or, and, 
but)





Weeks Ideas Lesson outcome

1 Share a selection of stories, magpie as we read.  Plot the stories on a story mountain in groups. 
Cold write.  Share Jack and beanstalk, reading as reader, guided reading.  Hot seating.  Freeze 
frames to help children explain what is happening and where it links with the story mountain. 

Children to become confident with the five part story 
structure and be able to plot some well known stories on 
story mountains.

2 Box up and create rubric. Work through each section of the boxing up, shared writing and skills 
focussed on sections.  Opening read through our WAGOLL and focus on the skills. Compare 
different versions of openers children to magpie ideas to help create their own new opening.  

Complete rubric to support children to see all elements 
needed in story. Children to learn how to magpie words and 
phrases. To complete a selection of openers. To label and 
write descriptions for characters and settings. 

3 Write innovated, edit and improve. New version of Jack and the Beanstalk. Share ideas to create 
innovated story. 

Use boxing up to create an innovated story. 

4 Box up for invented text and write invented. Children to write invented story independently. To write an independent conquering the monster tale.

5 Instructions - WAGOLL how to trap a stone giant. Guided reading. Magpie words and phrases. Box up and 
create rubric.

6 Instructions - how to catch the ‘monster’ from their stories. Skills - present tense, steps, bullets/numbering, imperative 
verbs, time conjunctions.
Use boxing up to create new version of instructions.

7 Instructions - how to make a chocolate reindeer/Christmas 
decoration.

Independent instructions. Children to physically make 
reindeer/decoration then write instructions. 



Project planning

Wee
k 

Curriculum 
area

Ideas Lesson outcome

1 Science/art Sort seeds and bulbs, match plant to seed, pre assess, ch generate questions, plant beans, examine seeds 
with magnifying glass, draw seeds, soak seeds, cut open seeds and look inside. Start bean diaries.

Children to take photographs of their beans and record on keynote.  

2 Science Reading comp - looking at info on back of seed packets. Research when different seeds need to be planted. 
Plant cress seeds to investigate how grow in different conditions

Children to looks at all of the different instructions and compare and 
contrast, present and share to class. Reading comprehension. 
Mohegan far do different seeds need to be apart/deep? Chn to plan 
using squared paper where particular seeds will go in the pot. 

3 Science Keep up to date with bean diaries. Complete cress investigation. Research Agnes Arber Present science investigation. (Focus on one area eg. Prediction)
Cold draw of first stage of bean growth. 

4 DT/art Make catapults, draw beans Follow instructions, labelling. Discuss how they can improve. Write a 
paragraph on how they have improved it.

5 History What is a castle? ID key info about castles. Label features of a castle. Why did they have these features? Intro 
term medieval. Place images of castles on a timeline . Ch to generate questions about castles

Timeline.
Label castles.
Facts about castles on our coastline. Children to write a paragraph 
about their chosen castle. 

6 History Similarities and differences between castles, palaces and fortresses. Link items to individuals - using sources. Compare and contract castles, palaces and fortresses.  

7 History Who were the Normans. Origins of Newcastle castle. Research Robert Curthose (built Newcastle castle.) Place 
Normans on a timeline. Compare Norman society and castle life.

Reading comprehnsion. 



Basic Skills 
Practice:

Add 10, count in 10s, doubles, halves, number bonds to 20

Project 

Take photos of 
interesting 
plants that you 
can find in 
your local area

Plant a slice of 
tomato at 
home and see 
if it grows

Draw a flower 
or plant

Make a picture 
using fallen 
leaves

Find out five 
facts about 
Newcastle 
castle

Design and 
make a shield. 

Make a model 
of a castle

Remember to upload your work to Seesaw! 

Half Termly Homework Grid Year 2
Autumn 2 2020 

This term our project is all about plants and castles. The enquiry question we are trying to answer is: Can we grow a castle in the 
sky? Linked to Jack and the Beanstalk.
Here are your homework challenges for this term.  Each task will help you to develop different skills and learn new knowledge which 
will help you answer the ‘big question’.  Please choose 1 activity per week, be as creative as possible!


